
Description of Issue Program Date Duration

Education Reino Animal 7-Oct 2 hrs. 

Education/Health Mano Amiga 8-Oct 30 mins.

Education Reino Animal 14-Oct 2 hrs. 

Education/Health Mano Amiga 15-Oct 30 mins.

Education Reino Animal 21-Oct 2 hrs. 

Education/Health Mano Amiga 22-Oct 30 mins.

Education Reino Animal 28-Oct 2 hrs. 

Education/Health Mano Amiga 29-Oct 30 mins.

On this edition of Mano Amiga, we emphasize on the importance of helping others around the community. All 
universal chuches across the United states organized an event in there respective states for easter weekend. During the 
event they gave the forgotten communities a place to enjoy a wam meal, receive clothing but above everything, 
provided the spiritual guidance they needed. In the section of Mano Amiga Around the world we visit the country of 
Panama and Puerto Rico.

Reino Animal is a program that emphasizes children's learning about nature, animals and ecology. In the episode of the 
day, we learned about animals sense of smell, jungle animals, and felines. In each segment there is a trivia for the little 
ones to see how much they learned.

On this edition of Mano Amiga, we emphasized the importance of helping others around the community. On this 
segment we hightlight the Angels of the Night, a group dedicated to helping the homeless communities that live on the 
streets. We also talk about our Food Bank which is always open for all the coumunities that need access to food. We 
also go around the world to see the work the church does in different countries. Our next stop is Mexico...

Reino Animal is a program that emphasizes children's learning about nature, animals and ecology. In the episode of the 
day, we learned more about the effects of adaptation in different habitats. How the bodies of animals adapt to different 
living spaces. The segment also highlights the evolution of dinosaurs. A trivia at the end of the show is provided  for 
the little ones to learn and retain what they have watch.

On this edition of Mano Amiga, we emphasized the importance of helping others around the community. On this 
segment we hightlight the Angels of the Night, a group dedicated to helping the homeless communities that live on the 
streets. We also talk about our Food Bank which is always open for all the coumunities that need access to food. We 
also go around the world, to see the work the church is doing in different countries. Our next stop is Peru...

COMMUNITY NEEDS AND ISSUES - 4th Quarter                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

 Below is a list of some of the significant issues responded to by the station KBEH-TV Los Angeles, California along with the most significant programming treatment of those issues for the period October 
1st, 2023 - December 31, 2023. This list is by no means exhaustive. The order in which the issues appear does not reflect any priority or significance. 

Description of Program

Reino Animal is a program that emphasizes children's learning about nature, animals and ecology. In today's episode 
we'll learned more about mammals and birds. How do they adapt to their habitat. What they feed on and how they 
survive in the jungle. Each segment includes trivia questions, so the little ones can learn.

On this edition of Mano Amiga, we emphasized the importance of blood donation and how people can get involved in 
their community, by helping the blood banks, this action it's crucial to saving more lives. Helping the communinty is 
very importatnt to the Universal Church, that is why they support the blood drives in order to spread the message 
around the neighbourhood. Another important message during this segment is our food bank giving back to the 
comunity that was hit hard by the pandemic. Our food bank is always helping people in need to bring food to their 
tables. We go around the world to see the work the church is doing in different countries. Our next stop is Portugal..

Reino Animal is a program that emphasizes children's learning about nature, animals and ecology. In the episode of the 
day, we learned more about mammals and birds. How they adapt to their habitat. What they feed on. and how they 
survive in the jungle. In each segment there is a trivia for the little ones.



Education Reino Animal 4-Nov 2 hrs. 

Education/Health Mano Amiga 5-Nov 30 mins.

Education Reino Animal 11-Nov 2 hrs. 

Education / Health Mano Amiga 12-Nov 30 mins.

Education Reino Animal 18-Nov 2 hrs. 

Education / Health Mano Amiga 19-Nov 30 mins.

Education Reino Animal 25-Nov 2 hrs. 

Education / Health Mano Amiga 26-Nov 30 mins.

Education/Health Reino Animal 2-Dec 2 hrs. 

On this edition of Mano Amiga, we emphasized the importance of helping others around the community. On this 
segment we hightlight the Angels of the Night, a group dedicated to helping the homeless communities that live on the 
streets. We also talk about our Food Bank which is always open for all the coumunities that need access to food. We 
also go around the world to see the work the church does in different countries. Our next stop is Mexico...

Reino Animal is a program that emphasizes children's learning about nature, animals and ecology. In today's episode 
we learned more about animals sense of smell, about jungle animals and about felines. In each segment there is a trivia 
for the little ones.

On this edition of Mano Amiga, touched on the importance of helping others around the community. All universal 
chuches across the United states organized an event in there respective states for easter weekend. They gave the 
forgotten community a place to enjoy a wam meal, receive clothing but above everything provided the spiritual 
guidance they needed. In the section of Mano Amiga Around the world, we visited the country of Panama and Puerto 
Rico.

Reino Animal is a program that emphasizes children's learning about nature, animals and ecology. In the episode of the 
day, we learned more about adaptation in different habitats. How the bodies of animals adapt to different living spaces. 
We also touched on the evolution of dinosaurs. In each segment there is a trivia for the little ones to learn more about 
nature.

On this edition of Mano Amiga, we emphasized the importance of helping others around the community. On today's 
segment we hightlight the Angels of the Night, a group dedicated to helping the homeless communities that live on the 
streets. We also talk about our Food Bank which is always open for all the coumunities in need of access to food. We 
also go around the world to see the work the church does in different countries. Our next stop is Peru...

Reino Animal is a program that emphasizes children's learning about nature, animals and ecology. In today's episode 
we learn about mammals and how they survive in their environment, and we'll also learn more about monkeys.

On this edition of Mano Amiga, we emphasize the importance of blood donation. How people in their community can 
help the blood banks, and how this action will be important in saving more lives. Helping the communinty is very 
importatnt to Universal church, that is why they support this blood drives in order to spread the message around the 
neighbourhood. Another important comunity work shown on this episode is the one being made by the food bank, 
giving the comunity that was hit hard by the pandemic, helping to bring food to their table. We also go around the 
world to see the work the church does in different countries. Our next stop is Portugal.

Reino Animal is a program that emphasizes children's learning about nature, animals and ecology. In today's episode 
we learned more about animals sense of smell, about jungle animals and felines. There's a trivia in each segment for 
the little ones.

Reino Animal is a program that emphasizes children's learning about nature, animals and ecology. In todays episode 
we learned more about mammals and birds. How birds adapt to their habitat? What they feed on? And how they 
survive in the jungle. A trivia is provided for the little ones at the end of each segment.



Education Mano Amiga 3-Dec 30 mins.

Education Reino Animal 9-Dec 2 hrs. 

Education/Health Mano Amiga 10-Dec 30 mins.

Education Reino Animal 16-Dec 2 hrs. 

Education/Health Mano Amiga 17-Dec 30 mins.

Education Reino Animal 23-Dec 2 hrs. 

Education/Health Mano Amiga 24-Dec 30 mins.

Education Reino Animal 30-Dec 2 hrs. 

Education/Health Mano Amiga 31-Dec 30 mins.

On this edition of Mano Amiga, we emphasized the importance of helping others around the community. On today's 
segment we hightlight the Angels of the Night, a group dedicated to helping the homeless communities that live on the 
streets. We also talk about our Food Bank which is always open for all the coumunities in need of access to food. We 
also go around the world to see the work the church does in different countries. Our next stop is Peru...

On this edition of Mano Amiga, we emphasize the importance helping others around the community. All universal 
chuches across the United states organized an event in there respective states for easter weekend. They gave the 
forgotten community a place to enjoy a wam meal, receive clothing but above everything provided the spiritual 

guidance they needed. In the section of Mano Amiga Around the world we visit the country of Honduras and Puerto 
Rico.

Reino Animal is a program that emphasizes children's learning about nature, animals and ecology. In the episode of the 
day, we learned more about mammals and birds. How they adapt to their habitat. What they feed on and how they 
survive in the jungle. Each segment provides a trivia for the little ones.

On this edition of Mano Amiga, we emphasize the importance helping others around the community. All universal 
chuches across the United states organized an event in there respective states for easter weekend. They gave the 
forgotten community a place to enjoy a wam meal, receive clothing but above everything provided the spiritual 
guidance they needed. In the section of Mano Amiga Around the world we visit the country of Panama and Puerto 
Rico.

Reino Animal is a program that emphasizes children's learning about nature, animals and ecology. In today's episode o 
we'll learn more about animals sense of smell, about jungle animals and felines. In each segment there is a trivia for the 
little ones to learn.

On this edition of Mano Amiga, we emphasized the importance of helping others around the community. On this 
segment we hightlight the Angels of the Night, a group dedicated to helping the homeless communities that live on the 
streets. We also talk about our Food Bank which is always open for all the coumunities that need access to food. We 
also go around the world to see the work the church does in different countries. Our next stop is Japan...

Reino Animal is a program that emphasizes children's learning about nature, animals and ecology. In the episode of the 
day, we'll learn about mammals and how they survive their environment, and we'll also learn more about monkeys.

On this edition of Mano Amiga, we emphasized the importance of helping others around the community. On this 
segment we hightlight the Angels of the Night, a group dedicated to helping the homeless communities that live on the 
streets. We also talk about our Food Bank which is always open for all the coumunities that need access to food. We 
also go around the world to see the work the church does in different countries. Our next stop is Argentina...

Reino Animal is a program that emphasizes children's learning about nature, animals and ecology. In the episode of the 
day, we'll learn more about adaptation in different habitats. How the bodies of animals adapt to different living spaces. 
We'll also learn about the evolution of dinosaurs. In each segment there is a trivia for the little ones.


